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The new SeaLife Micro HD

Introducing the world's first permanently sealed underwater camera
The new Micro HD has no doors or openings, no O-rings, and no maintenance - and
it never leaks. With colorful 13MP still images, full 1080p HD video, instant focusing,
and a built-in 140-degree Fisheye Lens, the Micro HD provides everything needed to
capture and share your underwater encounters down to 200 feet/60 meters.

Permanently Sealed
The Micro HD is permanently sealed
and flood-proof. No need for removable
batteries, memory cards, or O-rings.
The internal lithium-ion battery lasts for
3+hours. Easily charge the camera and
transfer images/videos through the
waterproof USB port.
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Small and Ergonomic
Large, "Piano Key" controls make the
camera easy to operate underwater,
even while wearing dive gloves. And at
only 4-inches wide, it's small enough to
fit in a pocket yet still comfortable in
hand.

Easy to Expand
Get even more color out of your shots
by easily expanding the Micro HD
camera with one or two Sea Dragon
Lights and Flex-Connect Trays, Grips,
Arms and accessories.
The Micro HD+ Sea Dragon Pro set
includes the camera, Sea Dragon 2000
lumen light, Flex-Connect Micro Tray,
Grip and travel case.

Sharing made simple
The camera is available in two models:
the standard 16GB Micro HD and the
32GB Micro HD+ with WiFi. The Micro
HD+ can wirelessly download and
share images and video to
smartphones and tablets - perfect for
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backing up and sharing your photos
and videos immediately after a dive or
during a vacation.

The Micro HD underwater camera will be available at SeaLife dealers starting
in September. Visit the SeaLife website and Facebook page for the latest
updates!

View our online brochure for even

Check out our new video for a hands-

more details on the new Micro HD and

on overview of the new Micro HD

Micro HD+ cameras.
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